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Motivation

To enable a socially assistive robot to learn new board exercises
from a caregiver to give personalised assistance to Persons with
Dementia during their daily cognitive training therapy.

Proposed Approach

INPRO2 (INtuitive PROgramming 2 ), a framework to learn from
demonstrations STRIPS action schemata that encode the dynam-
ics and rules of the exercises.
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Setup for learning from demonstrations with INPRO2.

Contributions

INPRO2 is a substantial improvement over INPRO, our previous
work (RO-MAN, 2021). The most significant new features are:

1 It can learn exercises with more complex dynamics than
INPRO (e.g. swapping or capturing pieces).

2 It can learn from forbidden state transitions (i.e. negative
examples).

3 It learns the goal of the exercise, in addition to the legal
moves.

4 It intervenes in critical moments to prompt the user about
the legality of moves different to the demonstrated ones.

Methodology

INPRO2 uses OARU (Online Action Recognition through Unifi-
cation, AAAI, 2021), a hierarchical clustering approach for learning
and recognizing STRIPS action schemata, starting with a com-
pletely empty action library. We have extended OARU to support
negative examples. Below we illustrate the learning process.

5. Final library of STRIPS actions

3. The user demonstrates a
legal move.

2. Set initial position of the board. 1. Show the tokens that will be used.
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4. The robot asks for the
legality of a different move.

In the previous state, could I have
performed [alternative move]?

Yes/no

move-odd-piece-right

params:
Token, Source, Destination

pre:
at(Token,Source), empty(Destination),
odd(Token), right(Source,Destination)

add:
at(Token,Destination), empty(Source)

del:
at(Token,Source), empty(Destination)

move-even-piece-up

params:
Token, Source, Destination

pre:
at(Token,Source), empty(Destination),
even(Token), up(Source,Destination)

add:
at(Token,Destination), empty(Source)

del:
at(Token,Source), empty(Destination)

Learned actions

achieve-goal

params:

pre:
fourth-row(1722),
column-e(113)

add:
goal-achieved()

del:

The user decides that
enough demonstrations
have been provided?

The robot sees the
potential to gather a
negative example?

Yes
No

No

Yes

Start new run?

Yes

No

Main loop. The action library is built by OARU
from demonstrations, negative examples, and

final board positions.

Flow chart depicting the learning process.

Planned Experiments

User study to answer the following research questions:

■ We opted for the robot to intervene (propose alternative
moves, step 4 in the flow chart above) only at certain moments.
Does our intervention criterion harm learning speed?

■ Does our intervention criterion result in an overall better user
experience?
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